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The second in-person Big Deal Media Well-Being and Leadership Power Trip® for women school district 

administrators, originally scheduled for July 2020, was postponed a year for the Covid-19 pandemic. But 

it turned out to be well worth the wait.  

 

Attendees—many of whom had attended the first Power Trip in 2019—gave the experience top marks, 

with some aspects of the 2021 event rated even higher than those of the inaugural one, which was 

overwhelmingly called “exceptional.”  

 

What’s more, attendees used words like “rejuvenating,” “essential,” “fabulous,” “empowering,” 

“transformative” and many other glowing adjectives to describe their experience. 

 

For example, responses to questions about three aspects of the July 2021 renewal of the well-being and 

leadership summit received the highest possible rating from all attendees, who are female school 

superintendents and other district leaders:  

• One hundred percent rated the experience as exceptional. 

• One hundred percent were pleased with the location of the Power Trip, Lake Austin Spa Resort 

in Austin, Texas. (By comparison, these first two aspects received “only” 93 percent exceptional 

ratings in 2019.) 

• One hundred percent would attend a future Power Trip regardless of location. 

 

Designed for networking on top challenges 

Power Trip’s origin and development were guided by Big Deal Media’s 2018 survey of 947 K–12 district-

level female administrators on the challenges they face today and their level of interest in a unique 

professional development leadership retreat. 

 

https://www.bigdealmedia.com/
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The survey revealed that work-life balance was one of the top challenges facing educational 

administrators. They were looking for ways to network among themselves and to develop their physical 

and spiritual well-being while working to address daily challenges: transforming modern learning 

environments, managing interoperability of technology, and addressing the social–emotional needs of 

teachers and students to improve student outcomes.  

 

In response, Big Deal Media, in collaboration with an advisory board representing a spectrum of 

education stakeholders, developed the Power Trip to meet respondents’ needs. The inaugural event was 

so successful that attendees wanted a 2020 encore. But when the Covid-19 pandemic forced 

cancellation of what would have been the second Power Trip, it was replaced by an interactive virtual 

event later in the year. 

 

Following both in-person Power Trips, attendees completed an online survey on their experience. 

Following is a summary of their evaluations of the benefits, topics, activities and management of the July 

2021 Power Trip, as well as words they chose to characterize their experience. Survey respondents rated 

each aspect on a 1 (low) to 5 (high) scale.  

 

Based on the Power Trip’s objectives, guests could expect the program to enhance their well-being and 

help develop their leadership skills, among other benefits. Ninety-six percent said the event fully 

exceeded their expectations (5 on the rating scale), and four percent rated it as mostly exceeding 

expectations (4 on the scale).  

 

From Olympian’s lessons to Japanese swords  

Topics in the Power Trip agenda were covered by experts in each field. The keynote address, “How are 

You Really Doing? Processing the Past to Move into the Future,” was delivered by Jennifer Broerman, 

Director, Leadership and Organizational Development, Lenovo.  

 

The rest of the program ranged from leadership skills presentations and discussions such as “A New 

Look at Leading: Lessons from an Olympian” and “Peer Coaching: How to Support New and Aspiring 

Female Superintendents” to sessions like “Rituals for Rest, Rejuvenation, and Relaxation” to focus on 

work-life balance. 
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Addressing an urgent issue in every school district, “Pandemic Innovations” was also included.  

Eighty-seven percent of participants felt the topics were exceptionally relevant, while the remainder 

said they were mostly relevant.  

 

Recreational, relaxation, and group activities varied from familiar ones like a boat cruise, yoga and hiking 

to novel experiences like “Bokken-do Japanese Swords/Moving Mind and Body” and “Healing with 

Water/Gentle Movement and Myofascial Release.”  Many were activities that attendees could engage in 

for health and improved quality of life when they returned home. Ninety-six percent of attendees rated 

the activities as “Great, a wonderful selection”; four percent found “a few activities” to like.  

 

Representatives of the event’s sponsors, providers of a wide range of educational resources and digital 

platforms, also attended the event. They were CatchOn, ClassLink, Lenovo, Lexia, MIND Research 

Institute, SquidBooks and The Amos Group.  

 

They joined the administrators in all activities. Sixty-one percent of attendees found the level of 

interaction with sponsors exceptional, 35 percent rated it as very good, and four percent said it was 

satisfactory. 

 

“Speed dating” promotes engagement with sponsors 

For the first time, a “Sponsor Speed Dating” event—short, one-on-one engagements of sponsors with 

attendees—was held.  Fifty-seven percent of attendees said this new feature was exceptional, 35 

percent rated it very good and eight percent satisfactory.  

 

The Lake Austin Spa Resort was reserved exclusively for Power Trip attendees. Seventy-one percent 

thought that was very, and 21 percent somewhat, important, while it didn’t matter to eight percent. 

Ninety-six percent said based on their experience they would recommend Power Trip to a colleague.  

Four percent did not rule it out, but said “not sure.” 

 

Other logistical and communications elements of Power Trip also received mostly “exceptional” ratings: 

• Transportation to and from the site  

• Length of the event, predominantly deemed “just right”  

• Convenience of the time of year (July)  
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• Communications regarding the Power Trip  

• Ease of registration  

• The Big Deal Media Power Trip website  

 

Exceeding expectations, topic relevance, selection of recreational activities, transportation, event timing 

and the Power Trip website were all rated higher in 2021 than in 2019. 

 

What did the attendees like so much about Power Trip?  

The survey asked attendees to list five words that best described their experience. Here are four 

verbatim responses in which no words are duplicated:  

“Revitalizing Rejuvenating Necessary Essential Fabulous” 

“Collaborative Restorative Empowering Thought-provoking Supportive” 

“Intentionality, wonderful, paradise, soothing, relaxing, renewal...powerful” 

“Self care is a priority” 

 

Other words the attendees volunteered were: centering, powerful, affirming, refreshing, leadership, 

health, well-being, connection, inspiring, learning, flexible, personalized, invigorating, healing, caring, 

perfectly balanced, pleasurable, deserved, inspired, refocused, grateful, impactful, zen, spectacular, 

teambuilding, enjoyable, informative, innovative, valuable, renewal, collegial, engaging, positive, 

reinforcing, stimulating, sisterhood, restful, kindred, familial, transformative, joyful, peaceful, 

restorative. 

 

An interactive virtual event is scheduled for Nov. 2-4, 2021, and another in-person Power Trip is planned 

for 2022.  For more information, contact Marilyn Schutz, Founder and President, Big Deal Media 

maschutz@bigdealmedia.com or 800-650-0034. 

 

mailto:maschutz@bigdealmedia.com

